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Disclaimer

•Presentation represents views of the speaker and 
should not be construed as individual legal advice 
or to represent the views of any agency.  

• Facts and circumstances matter – seek the advice 
and counsel of your agency’s own staff and other 
experts. 



What makes a good 
ordinance?

•Consistent with the plan 

•Actually needed by the community 

•Result of community involvement 

•Users can understand it 

•Its provisions and requirements are legal 

•The jurisdiction can use the code 



Who writes ordinances?

•Planners and community development staff members are 
often the ones best suited because they are tasked with 
administration and enforcement.  

•Lawyers?  

•Consultants? 

•CItizens? 

•Anyone?



What is the purpose of an 
ordinance?

•To adequately accomplish the purpose of 
the plan (zoning) or protect pubic health 
safety and welfare (general ordinance).  

•To be clear enough that everybody who 
needs to understand the document can do 
so by reading its text. 



There are generally four types 
of drafting provisions:

1. Rules prohibiting an activity. 

2. Rules allowing an activity. 

3. Rules requiring something.  

4. Rules establishing something. 
Rules requiring and establishing something are 
generally where challenges occur. 



Developing 
Ordinance Content



Diagnosing the Issue
•Comes from obvious request from officials/citizens to solve a 

problem 

•Comes from staff identification of issues/challenges with 
current code 

•Comes from need to update outdated code 

•Comes from frequent variances/waivers 

•Comes from frequent need to interpret 

•Comes from need to figure how how to accomplish the plan 

Document this along the way to build a good summary of 
process.**



Diagnosing the Issue
•Is the “problem” addressed by existing city 

ordinances?  

•Consider whether the solution can be addressed by 
administrative interpretation. 

•Consider whether the solution may be 
accomplished by a simple amendment to an existing 
regulatory scheme.  

•If new regulation is required, how should it be 
integrated into the municipal code?



Explain the need…

•You should be able to explain the need for the 
ordinance.  

•Do is relate to the adopted plan or other adopted 
policy?  

•That understanding will also lead to clearer 
interpretation and enforcement, and help ensure 
that your ordinance is legally defensible. 



Is it Enforceable?

•Not all problems have regulatory 
solutions. 

•Not all regulatory problems are worth 
the effort. 

•What type of remedy could be used?



Is it Enforceable?

Shenandoah, TX 

•According to current ordinance, motorists can’t 
use residential streets to store recreational 
vehicles, trailers, and large trucks.  

•Unfortunately, the ordinance doesn’t specify 
how long such vehicles can park on city streets 
before doing so qualifies as “storage”.



Is it Enforceable?
Overnight Street Parking Restriction 

•Many suburbs love to regulate overnight street parking. First- 
is it even a need on a 30 foot wide street? 

•This is not usually a enforced ordinance due to staffing - 
code enforcement works during day time, police are skeleton 
crew at night and don’t actively enforce.  

•The few residents who know the rule get angry when its not 
immediately enforced. 

•What harm is actually occurring?



Is it Enforceable?

Questions to ask: 

•Is the legal remedy appropriate and 
enforceable for intent of ordinance? 

•Can staff practically enforce the ordinance? 

•Is this the best use of current limited staff’s 
use of time?



Do you have authority?
•We are granted authority through the MS 

Constitution and the MS Code.  

•Our only authority comes from those 
documents. 

•Counties and Cities are granted different 
powers, but generally comparable in 
regards to our discussion today.



Do you have authority? 

	 	  
TITLE 17. LOCAL GOVERNMENT; PROVISIONS 
COMMON TO COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES		  
 
TITLE 19. COUNTIES AND COUNTY OFFICERS 
 
TITLE 21. MUNICIPALITIES  







What have others done?

•Local sister cities are great for local 
specific issues. 

•Internet searches can yield national 
input.  

•Municode is a resource.



Discuss with key players

•Interview those that deal with the code - 
even your staff! 

•Interview those who may be affected 
(businesses, developers, enforcers). 

•Speak with your legal department.



Check the Case Law

•MS Code books most municipalities/
counties own include case references. 

•Attorneys are also helpful, many 
subscribe to services that make searching 
for case law easier.



Legal Context



Understand Legal Canons
•The courts rely on a number of canons of interpretation to decipher 

ambiguous legislation. 

•A working knowledge of the basic textual canons, can help the 
legislative drafter in two ways.  

•First and most obvious, it can help the drafter spot potential 
errors or ambiguities in the drafting.  

•Second, it gives the drafter an indication of where potential 
legal challenges to the draft may occur and helps the drafter 
draft around those potential challenges.  

•Also helps you as an administrator make better interpretations of 
the ordinance.



Canon #1: Expressio unius est 
exclusio alterius

•This is one of the more frequently cited canons of 
statutory construction. This Latin phrase means that the 
expression of one thing implies the exclusion of those 
items that were not expressed.  

•For example, if an ordinance prohibits the keeping of 
“chickens, turkeys, pigeons, ducks, or geese” on 
property that is residentially zoned, then one can argue 
that the ordinance does not prohibit the keeping of 
guineafowl, pheasants, and partridges because the 
statute does not prohibit those particular poultry. 



Canon #2: Ejusdem generis:
•This Latin phrase means “of the same kind or nature.” This doctrine applies 

when the legislation sets forth a series of specific terms and then follows that 
list of specific terms with more general terms.  

•In other words, if legislation lists specific classes of persons or things and 
then refers to them in general, then the general statements apply only to the 
same kind of persons or things that are specifically listed.  

•For example, if an ordinance prohibits the keeping of “chickens, turkeys, 
ducks, geese, or other fowl, the “other fowl” provision would likely include 
guineafowl, pheasants, and partridges, but it would probably not include 
parrots, parakeets or cockatoos because they are not of the same character 
as the agricultural poultry that are enumerated in the itemized list. The 
purpose of this canon is to prevent the general phrase from rendering the 
specific term superfluous.



Canon #3: Noscitur a sociis

•This Latin phrase translates to “it is known from its associates”.  

•This canon is useful when a word or term has more than one 
meaning and you have to choose which meaning applies to the 
legislation. According to this canon, if the ambiguous term is 
grouped together with two or more terms that have similar 
meanings, then the grouped-together terms provide clues as to 
the definition or the scope of the ambiguous term.  

•For instance, “in the phrase ‘staples, rivets, nails, pins, and 
stakes,’ the word ‘nails’ obviously does not refer to 
fingernails”.



Canon # 4: Reddendo singula 
singulis

•This is commonly known as the Rule of the Last 
Antecedent.  

•This canon provides that a limited or restrictive clause 
that is contained in a statute is generally construed to 
refer to and limit and restrict an immediately preceding 
clause or the last antecedent. 

• In simple words “reddendo singula singulis” means that 
when a list of words has a modifying phase at the end, 
the phrase refers only to the last.



Canon # 4: Reddendo singula 
singulis

•For example, before leaving town, a teenager’s parents forbid him to 
“drink alcohol, throw a party, or do anything else that damages the 
house.” While the parents are away, the teen drinks alcohol and throws 
a party. The house, fortunately, is not damaged by either activity.  

•The too-clever-by-half teen argues that he did nothing wrong because he 
was only prohibited from drinking or throwing a party that damaged the 
house.  

•The teen’s parents (who are both lawyers) know the rule of the last 
antecedent and know that the qualifying phrase “that damages the 
house” referred only to the phrase “other activity;” it did not qualify the 
items “drinking” or “throwing a party”.



Canon #4: Series-Qualifier Rule

•This canon apparently does not warrant a Latin moniker. It is a lesser-known 
canon and in many ways it is the opposite of the prior canon.  

•Under the series-qualifier rule, if there is a parallel construction that involves 
all nouns or verbs in a sentence, then a modifier that is placed at either the 
beginning or the end of the series normally applies to the whole series.  

•For instance, a statute allows actions to challenge decisions of a tax appeal 
board. Under the statute, a complaint may be brought by a “taxpayer, 
officer, or department affected by a decision.” Can a taxpayer who is not 
affected by a decision bring a suit? Under this canon, one can argue that, 
due to the parallel construction, the modifying term “affected by a decision” 
applies to the entire series, including the taxpayer. 



Drafting the Text



Clear Language

•Write in active voice. 

•For example, an ordinance in passive voice 
might say “The application must be 
approved”. In active voice it would say “The 
administrator must approve the application”. 



Clear Language

•Use more sentences. Sounds counter-
intuitive?  

•More sentences that are simpler and 
clearer are better.



Clear Language
•Lot area per dwelling unit shall be determined by dividing the total 

horizontal land area (in square feet) within the boundaries of the lot—
excluding any area within existing or proposed public street rights-of-way 
and private street easements—by the total number of dwelling units located 
or proposed on the lot. 

OR 

•To calculate the lot area per dwelling unit: 
1.Divide the total horizontal land area (sq ft) within the boundaries of the 
lot by the total number of dwelling units located or proposed on the lot.  

2.Area within existing or proposed public rights of way and private street 
easements must be excluded.



Clear Language
•Accessory Structures: Except as otherwise provided in this 

Ordinance, the height of accessory structures located within 
any setback area shall not exceed 16 feet, provided that this 
height limit may be increased one foot for every two feet the 
structure's setback from lot lines exceeds the minimum setbacks 
applicable to the accessory structure. 

or 

•Accessory structures located within the setback area must not 
exceed 16 feet in height. For every 2 feet that the structure’s 
setback exceeds the applicable minimum setbacks, the height 
limit is to be increased by one foot.



Clear Language

One of the biggest interpretation problems is ambiguity 
over sentence structure. This occurs when a sentence can 
be read to mean more than one thing due to the way in 
which it is written. Linguists refer to this as “syntactic 
ambiguity”. 

I once shot an elephant in my pajamas...how he got in 
my pajamas I’ll never know. 



Clear Language

•Use Simple Terms. Instead of saying “failed to comply 
with,” use the word “violated.” Substitute simple 
words where possible.  

•For example, instead of “construct” or “fabricate” use 
the word “make,” instead of “initiate” or “commence” 
use “begin”.  

“Don't use a five-dollar word when a fifty-cent word will 
do.” Mark Twain



Clear Language
•Reduce the use of the word shall! Its a favorite, but not 

the clearest. 

•Use “shall” only in place of the phrase “has a duty to” 
or “has a responsibility to”. Any other use is almost 
guaranteed to be incorrect.  

•Use the term “shall not” only in place of the phrase 
“has a duty to refrain from”. Any other use is almost 
guaranteed to be incorrect.  



Clear Language
•Never use the phrase “no person shall”. This will almost always 

mean something different than you intend. For instance, the phrase, 
“No person shall urinate in public” literally means that no person 
has the duty to urinate in public. It is not a prohibition. 

•Because “shall” only imposes a duty, don’t use “shall” to express a 
condition. Avoid saying “To obtain a liquor license, the applicant 
shall first submit a written application.” You are not imposing a duty 
to submit an application, you are merely making it condition of 
licensure.  

•Must, is, be required, etc. are more clear choices. Less shales 
reduce the legalese.



Consistent Language
•Language in an Ordinance should be Consistent. 

•Don’t use different words to denote the same thing just 
for the sake of variation. Using different words rather 
than repeating the same term simply confuses the reader 
and may provide opportunities for misinterpretation and 
litigation.  

•For example, don’t say “Each motor vehicle owner must 
register his or her car”. Instead, say “Each automobile 
owner must register his or her automobile.” 



Listing Techniques
•Lists should be clear and use parallel structure. List each item so that 

it makes a complete thought when read with the introductory text.  

•Not Parallel:  
The teacher said that he was a poor student because he 
waited until the last minute to study for the exam, completed his 
lab problems in a careless manner, and his motivation was low. 

•Parallel:  
The teacher said that he was a poor student because he 
waited until the last minute to study for the exam, completed his 
lab problems in a careless manner, and lacked motivation.



Listing Techniques
•If the introductory text is a complete sentence, end the introduction 

with a colon and make each item in the list a separate sentence.  

•If the introductory language for the list is an incomplete sentence, end 
the introduction with a dash and end each item in the list except the 
last item with a semicolon. 

•After the semicolon in the next to the last item in the list, write “and” or 
“or” as appropriate and end the last item in the list with a period. 
Listing in this manner can help avoid problems of ambiguity caused by 
the words “and” and “or”. 

•When using lists it is also helpful to have the introductory text say “at 
least one of the following” or “all of the following”.



Definitions
•Be conscious of flipping back and forth to 

definitions to understand intent.  

•Definitions should never include any 
substantive requirements!



Definitions
•Limit stacked definitions. These are definitions that are not 

used in the substantive provisions, but they define a term 
that is included within another definition. If you need a 
definition in order to understand a definition, then the train 
is likely to be off of the proverbial rails.  

•Don’t include a definition for a term that is not used or 
that is used infrequently. It can be  frustrating to see 
legislation that contains a definition that piques the 
curiosity, search through the document to find how that 
definition actually works, and discover that the definition is 
never actually used in the underlying legislation. 



Definitions
•Use definitions only when necessary or proper to 

clarify the text of the substantive legislative provisions. 
Do not use definitions simply for the sake of including 
definitions.  

•If a defined term occurs only once or twice in the 
substantive provisions of the legislation, then place 
that definition in the substantive provision in which it 
occurs rather than in a separate provision.  



Definitions
•Try to avoid deviating too far from commonly-

understood definitions if possible.  

•For instance, you might want to define the term 
“automobile” to include an airplane or boat, but you 
should expect a great deal of confusion after a large 
portion of your readers skim over the definitions and 
miss that crucial detail. 



Codification

•Codification is the process/art of figuring out 
how and where to organize all those Rules 
that the Council has decided to pass.  

•Do you organize Rules alphabetically by 
topic? Do you organize them by the 
department that enforces them?  

•Do you group similar Rules together like the 
State is doing in the State codes?



Codification

MS Code tells us how to codify 

§ 21-13-7. Style of ordinances - The style of all 
municipal ordinances shall be "Be it ordained by 
the mayor and board of aldermen (or other 
proper governing body, as the case may be) of 
the city (or town or village, as the case may be) 
of          ,”.



Codification

§ 21-13-9. Ordinances shall not contain more than one 
subject; amendments 

An ordinance shall not contain more than one (1) subject, 
which shall be clearly expressed in its title. An ordinance 
shall be amended by section or sections, and the original 
section or sections shall thereby be repealed. Each 
amendment to a section or sections of an ordinance shall 
have a title which clearly indicates the subject matter or 
matters of the amendment.



§ 21-13-13. Ordinance record 

The municipal clerk shall keep a record of permanent construction, to 
be entitled "Ordinances of the City, Town or Village of     ,” in which 
he shall enter at length, in cases where same have not already been 
entered, every ordinance in force, and every ordinance hereafter 
enacted immediately after its passage…. 

§ 21-13-15. Revision and publication of ordinances 

The municipality may from time to time authorize the revision and 
codification of the ordinances, and their publication in pamphlet or 
book form. When so revised, arranged, classified and codified, said 
book or pamphlet may be adopted by ordinance as the official code 
of ordinances of the municipality without compliance with the 
requirements pertaining to the passage of ordinances…

Codification



Adoption Best Practices

•Whenever a new ordinance or change is adopted 
there should be an accompanying memo/staff 
report summarizing both the substance of the 
ordinance and the procedure followed to get to 
the Board or Council.  

•The better the summary--the increased likelihood 
of fewer questions.



Adoption Best Practices

•How to Show Changes - Whenever an ordinance is 
amending or changing regulations that are already in place, 
make it easy for everyone to understand what is already in 
place and what is being recommended to be changed.  

•This can be done by simply lining through all words that are 
in place already but are recommended to be deleted and by 
underlining all words that are new; with the result that all 
other words that are not lined through or underlined are 
existing rules that are recommended to remain unchanged.



Adoption Best Practices

•Work Sessions are great tools for 
introducing and explaining new measures. 

•Sometimes you have to take something 
directly to the board formally, be 
prepared to explain need.



Don’t Recreate Wheel

•Use past codifications as a base for 
new.  

•Keep formatting consistent in the 
codification. 



Final Thoughts

•Proof read…Proof Read…Proof Read 

•Let someone unfamiliar proofread. 

•Go over with legal. 

•Have someone play devil’s advocate.




